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Enterprise Java developers must achieve broader,
deeper test coverage, going beyond unit testing to
implement functional and integration testing with
systematic acceptance. Next Generation Java™
Testing introduces breakthrough Java testing
techniques and TestNG, a powerful open source
Java testing platform. Cédric Beust, TestNG's
creator, and leading Java developer Hani Suleiman,
present powerful, flexible testing patterns that will
work with virtually any testing tool, framework, or
language. They show how to leverage key Java
platform improvements designed to facilitate
effective testing, such as dependency injection and
mock objects. They also thoroughly introduce
TestNG, demonstrating how it overcomes the
limitations of older frameworks and enables new
techniques, making it far easier to test today's
complex software systems. Pragmatic and resultsfocused, Next Generation Java™ Testing will help
Java developers build more robust code for today's
mission-critical environments. This book Illuminates
the tradeoffs associated with testing, so you can
make better decisions about what and how to test
Introduces TestNG, explains its goals and features,
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and shows how to apply them in real-world
environments Shows how to integrate TestNG with
your existing code, development frameworks, and
software libraries Demonstrates how to test crucial
code features, such as encapsulation, state sharing,
scopes, and thread safety Shows how to test
application elements, including JavaEE APIs,
databases, Web pages, and XML files Presents
advanced techniques: testing partial failures,
factories, dependent testing, remote invocation,
cluster-based test farms, and more Walks through
installing and using TestNG plug-ins for Eclipse, and
IDEA Contains extensive code examples Whether
you use TestNG, JUnit, or another testing
framework, the testing design patterns presented in
this book will show you how to improve your tests by
giving you concrete advice on how to make your
code and your design more testable.
SCMAD Exam Guide is a valuable guide for SCMAD
exam aspirants. Divided into four parts, it covers
fundamentals of Java ME, concepts of JTWI, CLDC,
MIDP APIs, and optional Java ME packages.Salient
features:Covers Exam CX-310-110 Based on exam
objectives as specified by Sun Step-by-step
explanation of topics Numerous code examples for
bettercomprehension Exercises and review
questions to test the knowledge of concepts
Supported by several exam tips and notes
A complete guide to building EJB 3.0 database
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persistent applications with Oracle Fusion
Middleware 11g tools with this book and eBook.
Servlet and JavaServer Pages (JSP) are the
underlying technologies for developing web
applications in Java. They are essential for any
programmer to master in order to effectively use
frameworks such as JavaServer Faces, Struts 2 or
Spring MVC. Covering Servlet 3.1 and JSP 2.3, this
book explains the important programming concepts
and design models in Java web development as well
as related technologies and new features in the
latest versions of Servlet and JSP. With
comprehensive coverage and a lot of examples, this
book is a guide to building real-world applications.
Definitive, Comprehensive SCEA Exam
Prep–Straight from Sun’s Exam Developers! This
book delivers complete, focused review for Sun’s
new Sun Certified Enterprise Architect (SCEA) for
Java EE certification exam—straight from two of the
exam’s creators! SCEA lead developer/assessor
Mark Cade and SCEA lead developer/assessor
Humphrey Sheil offer powerful insights, real-world
architectural case studies, and challenging sample
questions that systematically prepare you for the
actual exam. For every question, the authors show
why the right answers are right—and why the other
answers are wrong. Cade and Sheil cover every
SCEA exam topic, skill, and technique, including:
Understanding system architecture and its goals
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Decomposing larger systems into components
organized by tiers or layers Addressing requirements
for scalability, maintainability, reliability, availability,
extensibility, performance, and security Building
effective web (presentation) tiers, and analyzing
tradeoffs associated with using web frameworks
Leveraging EJB 3’s enhancements for business tier
development Covering new enhancements in the
JEE 5 platform Choosing and architecting the best
integration and messaging components for your
system Using the Java security model to enforce
confidentiality, integrity, authorization, authentication,
and non-repudiation Using the most powerful and
useful Java EE architecture patterns Documenting
Java EE architectures through visual models and
narratives The authors also present detailed
guidance for handling every element of the SCEA
exam—including your development and defense of a
complete real-world architectural solution.
Here's the book you need to prepare for Exam
310-080, Sun Certified Web Component Developer
for J2EE Platform. This Study Guide provides: Indepth coverage of every exam objective Practical
information on programming servlets, developing
JSP pages, and using custom tags Hundreds of
challenging review questions, in the book and on the
CD Leading-edge exam preparation software,
including a testing engine Authoritative coverage of
all exam objectives, including: The structure and
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deployment of modern servlet web applications The
servlet container model Designing and developing
servlets to handle server-side exceptions Designing
and developing servlets using session management
Designing and developing secure web applications
Designing and developing thread-safe servlets The
JavaServer Pages (JSP) technology model
Designing and developing reusable web components
Designing and developing JSP pages using
JavaBean components and custom tags Designing
and developing a custom tag library Design patterns
Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary
materials are not included as part of eBook file.
This book is a study guide for any candidate
preparing for the new SCWCD 5 version of the Sun
Certified Web Component Developer exam (310-083
and upgrade 310-084). It contains the theory behind
how the Web container works, and important notes,
hints and tips on the types of 'trick' questions to look
for in the exam. By combining logical and easy-tofollow discussions with clear visual aids and
diagrams, you will wonder by the end of the book
why servlets, JSPs and tag libraries seemed so
complicated before! By combining the theory taught
in this book with practical experience, you will not
only succeed in passing the exam, but will do so
confident that you are able to solve problems and
draw-up solutions 'on the job'.
This book is step-by-step tutorial guide and a
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background reference for developing applications
with Oracle WebLogic Server and Oracle database,
the most used application server and database for
enterprise applications. This book is for professional
Java EE developers. The book is also suitable for an
intermediate/advanced course in Java development
with Eclipse IDE. Some knowledge of the Java EE
technologies and frameworks EJB, JSF, JAXB, JAXWS, JAX-RS, Ajax, and Spring is required.
Annotation The authoritative solution to passing the 310-080
exam! Alain Trottier is a well respected authority in the Java
community. Training Guidesare the most effective self-study
guides in the marketplace, featuring exam tips, study
strategies, review exercises, case studies, practice exams,
ExamGear testing software, and more Each Training Guideis
subjected to rigorous technical review by a team of industry
experts, ensuring content is superior in both coverage and
technical accuracy. This certification is for Sun Certified
Programmers for Java 2 Platform who are using servlet and
JavaServer Pages (JSP) APIs to develop Web applications
using the Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE). The
certification consists of one exam and requires Sun Certified
Programmer for Java 2 Platform status. Readers preparing
for this exam find the Training Guide series to be the most
successful self-study tool in the market. This book is their onestop shop because of its teaching methodology, the
accompanying ExamGear testing software, and superior Web
site support at www.quepublishing.com/certification. Alain
Trottieris a Sun Certified Java Programmer and a Microsoft
Certified Solution Developer. He is the lead technologist at
Strategic Business Resources and an adjunct Professor at
Vanguard University. He has been using, reading, and writing
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co-authored or contributed to Sun Certification Training Guide
(310-025, 310-027): Java 2 Programmer and Developer
Exams(Que, 078972765X, 06/02) and Java 2 Core Language
Little Black Book(Coriolis, 158880271X, 03/02).
As the majority of Java developers are only Web-tier
developers; Java technologies like JavaServer Pages (JSP),
JavaServer Faces (JSF), and Apache Tomcat are mainly
applicable and relevant to their needs. This comprehensive
and user-friendly book is the first and maybe even the only
starter-level work of its kind combining the naturally
complimentary JSP, JSF and Tomcat Web technologies into
one consolidated treatment for developers focusing on just
Java Web application development and deployment. This
book is examples-driven using practical, real-time ecommerce case studies and scenarios throughout.
Sun Certified Web Component Developer Study Guide (Exam
310-081)Head First Servlets and JSPPassing the Sun
Certified Web Component Developer Exam"O'Reilly Media,
Inc."
The age for using a simple text editor is long gone. The evergrowing complexity of Java and J2EE creates a need for Java
development tools that offer more. If you want to be more
productive with Java, you need a Java IDE. Oracle
JDeveloper 10g is an IDE that enables you to develop Java
applications with minimal effort. JDeveloper can do wonders
for your Swing, JSP, Servlets, Struts, EJBs, and Web
Services developments. In this indispensable guide,
renowned author Harshad Oak puts the technology first,
enhancing the text with sample applications that demonstrate
how JDeveloper can simplify your developments using the
technology. Oak also focuses on the Application
Development Framework (ADF) that comes with JDeveloper
10g—a framework that will get your applications up and
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code optimization tools, demonstrating how to use them to
find improper or resource-hungry code that requires your
immediate attention. Oak continues on to discuss JDeveloper
extensions that add even more value to JDeveloper.
This book takes a practical approach for building JAX WS
web services with Java 7. Plenty of sample code and
screenshots are used to help you apply these concepts in a
real-world scenario. This book is targeted at developers who
want to create web services with Java 7. If you use NetBeansGlassfish for Java EE development you would be interested
in how the new wsimport clientjar option may be leveraged to
simplify web service development.
Get the book that shows you not only what to study, but how
to study. The only classroom-based integrated study system
for professional certification gives you complete coverage of
all objectives for the Sun Certified Programmer for Java 5
exam, hundreds of practice exam questions, and hands-on
exercises. The CD-ROM features full practice exam software
plus an adaptive test engine.
Core Java for Beginners has been written keeping in mind the
requirements of B.Tech and MCA students. The book
introduces the core concepts of Java, along with the
knowledge of fundamentals required for developing
programs. Starting from the basic concepts of object-oriented
programming languages, the book covers an entire range of
topics, including advanced topics like RMI, JDBC, and so on.
The text is replete with several examples to facilitate better
understanding of the intricacies of the programming
language. KEY FEATURES • Incorporates features of Java 2
and J2SE • Discusses exception handling in depth •
Discusses garbage collection • Introduces new pedagogical
feature 'Remember', which recapitulates the key points
discussed and also clarifies finer programming and
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Presents
with outputs and reinforces the learning through exercises
This certification is for Sun Certified Programmers for Java 2
Platform who are using servlet and JavaServer Pages APIs to
develop Web applications using the Java 2 Platform,
Enterprise Edition. This book focuses on exactly what readers
need to get certified now--featuring test-taking strategies,
timesaving study tips, and a special Cram Sheet that includes
tips, acronyms, and memory joggers that are not available
anywhere else.
The Best Fully Integrated Study System Available--Written by
the Lead Developers of Exam 310-065 With hundreds of
practice questions and hands-on exercises, SCJP Sun
Certified Programmer for Java 6 Study Guide covers what
you need to know--and shows you how to prepare--for this
challenging exam. 100% complete coverage of all official
objectives for exam 310-065 Exam Objective Highlights in
every chapter point out certification objectives to ensure
you're focused on passing the exam Exam Watch sections in
every chapter highlight key exam topics covered Simulated
exam questions match the format, tone, topics, and difficulty
of the real exam Covers all SCJP exam topics, including:
Declarations and Access Control · Object Orientation ·
Assignments · Operators · Flow Control, Exceptions, and
Assertions · Strings, I/O, Formatting, and Parsing · Generics
and Collections · Inner Classes · Threads · Development CDROM includes: Complete MasterExam practice testing
engine, featuring: Two full practice exams; Detailed answers
with explanations; Score Report performance assessment
tool Electronic book for studying on the go Bonus coverage of
the SCJD exam included! Bonus downloadable MasterExam
practice test with free online registration.
Summary OCA Java SE 8 Programmer I Certification Guide
prepares you for the 1Z0-808 with complete coverage of the
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exam. You'll
important
Java topics as you
systematically learn what's required to successfully pass the
test. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF,
Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About
the Book To earn the OCA Java SE 8 Programmer I
Certification, you have to know your Java inside and out, and
to pass the exam you need to understand the test itself. This
book cracks open the questions, exercises, and expectations
you'll face on the OCA exam so you'll be ready and confident
on test day. OCA Java SE 8 Programmer I Certification Guide
prepares Java developers for the 1Z0-808 with thorough
coverage of Java topics typically found on the exam. Each
chapter starts with a list of exam objectives mapped to
section numbers, followed by sample questions and exercises
that reinforce key concepts. You'll learn techniques and
concepts in multiple ways, including memorable analogies,
diagrams, flowcharts, and lots of well-commented code. You'll
also get the scoop on common exam mistakes and ways to
avoid traps and pitfalls. What's Inside Covers all exam topics
Hands-on coding exercises Flowcharts, UML diagrams, and
other visual aids How to avoid built-in traps and pitfalls
Complete coverage of the OCA Java SE 8 Programmer I
exam (1Z0-808) About the Reader Written for developers with
a working knowledge of Java who want to earn the OCA Java
SE 8 Programmer I Certification. About the Author Mala
Gupta is a Java coach and trainer who holds multiple Java
certifications. Since 2006 she has been actively supporting
Java certification as a path to career advancement. Table of
Contents Introduction Java basics Working with Java data
types Methods and encapsulation Selected classes from the
Java API and arrays Flow control Working with inheritance
Exception handling Full mock exam
Practical instruction helps the reader master new features of
Java 1.4 by working through a project similar to what is
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Opens with a chapter discussing the details of the SCWCD
certification exam and process, then offers an overview of
web applications as well as the servlet and JSP technologies,
and, finally, covers each of the exam's thirteen objectives.
Original. (All Users)
* An update of the popular first edition, the second edition
covers changes to the exam per the release of J2SE 5. * Coauthored by Mehran Habibi, member of the official Sun
certification team, author of the first edition, and author of the
Apress book Java Regular Expressions: Taming the
java.util.regex Engine (Apress, 2004). * Guides the reader
through a complete project implementation, familiarizing him
with the key concepts, requirements, and pitfalls sure to come
up in the exam.
The comprehensive Wrox guide for creating Java web
applications for the enterprise This guide shows Java
software developers and software engineers how to build
complex web applications in an enterprise environment. You'll
begin with an introduction to the Java Enterprise Edition and
the basic web application, then set up a development
application server environment, learn about the tools used in
the development process, and explore numerous Java
technologies and practices. The book covers industrystandard tools and technologies, specific technologies, and
underlying programming concepts. Java is an essential
programming language used worldwide for both Android app
development and enterprise-level corporate solutions As a
step-by-step guide or a general reference, this book provides
an all-in-one Java development solution Explains Java
Enterprise Edition 7 and the basic web application, how to set
up a development application server environment, which tools
are needed during the development process, and how to
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Covers new language
features in Java 8, such as Lambda Expressions, and the
new Java 8 Date & Time API introduced as part of JSR 310,
replacing the legacy Date and Calendar APIs Demonstrates
the new, fully-duplex WebSocket web connection technology
and its support in Java EE 7, allowing the reader to create
rich, truly interactive web applications that can push updated
data to the client automatically Instructs the reader in the
configuration and use of Log4j 2.0, Spring Framework 4
(including Spring Web MVC), Hibernate Validator, RabbitMQ,
Hibernate ORM, Spring Data, Hibernate Search, and Spring
Security Covers application logging, JSR 340 Servlet API 3.1,
JSR 245 JavaServer Pages (JSP) 2.3 (including custom tag
libraries), JSR 341 Expression Language 3.0, JSR 356
WebSocket API 1.0, JSR 303/349 Bean Validation 1.1, JSR
317/338 Java Persistence API (JPA) 2.1, full-text searching
with JPA, RESTful and SOAP web services, Advanced
Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP), and OAuth Professional
Java for Web Applications is the complete Wrox guide for
software developers who are familiar with Java and who are
ready to build high-level enterprise Java web applications.
This book gets readers up to speed on the technology
necessary to write servlets and JSPs, what makes the
Container tick, how to use the new JSP Expression Language
(EL), how to write deployment descriptors, and even how to
use some server-side design patterns.
Looking to study up for the new J2EE 1.5 Sun Certified Web
Component Developer (SCWCD) exam? This book will get
you way up to speed on the technology you'll know it so well,
in fact, that you can pass the brand new J2EE 1.5 exam. If
that's what you want to do, that is. Maybe you don't care
about the exam, but need to use servlets and JSPs in your
next project. You're working on a deadline. You're over the
legal limit for caffeine. You can't waste your time with a book
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you're an expert (or worse,
one that puts you to sleep). Learn how to write servlets and
JSPs, what makes a web container tick (and what ticks it off),
how to use JSP's Expression Language (EL for short), and
how to write deployment descriptors for your web
applications. Master the c:out tag, and get a handle on
exactly what's changed since the older J2EE 1.4 exam. You
don't just pass the new J2EE 1.5 SCWCD exam, you'll
understand this stuff and put it to work immediately. Head
First Servlets and JSP doesn't just give you a bunch of facts
to memorize; it drives knowledge straight into your brain.
You'll interact with servlets and JSPs in ways that help you
learn quickly and deeply. And when you're through with the
book, you can take a brand-new mock exam, created
specifically to simulate the real test-taking experience.
Aimed at helping Java developers, Servlet/JSP developers,
and J2EE developers pass the Sun Certified Web
Component Developer Exam (SCWCD 310-081), this study
guide covers all aspects of the Servlet and JSP technology
that Sun has determined necessary. This new edition adds
aspects of servlet/JSP development, such as the Expression
language, and updated materials of servlets with a particular
focus on using filters to make request processing more
efficient. Covering the reliance on the JSP Standard
Template Library (JSTL) and its core, this guide allows JSP
developers will be able to simplify their development process
and remove Java-based scriptlets and expressions from their
code. All applications in this book are designed to run on
Apache's latest development server, Tomcat 5.0, and
instructions on how to install this new edition and execute
servlets and JSPs are included.
What will you learn from this book? It’s no secret the world
around you is becoming more connected, more configurable,
more programmable, more computational. You can remain a
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learn to code. With Head First
Learn to Code you’ll learn how to think computationally and
how to write code to make your computer, mobile device, or
anything with a CPU do things for you. Using the Python
programming language, you’ll learn step by step the core
concepts of programming as well as many fundamental topics
from computer science, such as data structures, storage,
abstraction, recursion, and modularity. Why does this book
look so different? Based on the latest research in cognitive
science and learning theory, Head First Learn to Code uses a
visually rich format to engage your mind, rather than a textheavy approach that puts you to sleep. Why waste your time
struggling with new concepts? This multi-sensory learning
experience is designed for the way your brain really works.
An integrated study system based on proven instructional
methodology, this book and CD package shows you not only
what--but how--to study for the SCWCD exam. The book
offers complete coverage of all official exam objectives, 190+
practice exam questions, step-by-step exercises, on-the-job
elements, and chapter self-tests. The CD-ROM contains
MasterExam software with a complete 69-question exam, a
searchable electronic book, 45+ complete web applications
with source, and access to a downloadable bonus exam (with
free online registration).
The Garage Series, exciting and new, come aboard, we're
expecting you; first up . . . let's talk about Java.
The Sun Certified Web Component Developer (SCWCD)
certification targets information regarding Java components
related to web-applications, specifically Servlets and Java
Server Pages (JSPs). To achieve this certification, the
candidate must pass a computer-based test available worldwide at Prometric test centers. This self-study exam
preparation guide for the SCWCD certification exam contains
everything you need to test yourself and pass the Exam. All
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explanations of all SCWCD subjects, test tricks and tips,
numerous highly realistic sample questions, and exercises
designed to strengthen understanding of SCWCD concepts
and prepare you for exam success on the first attempt are
provided. Put your knowledge and experience to the test.
Achieve SCWCD certification and accelerate your career.
Can you imagine valuing a book so much that you send the
author a "Thank You" letter? Tens of thousands of people
understand why this is a worldwide best-seller. Is it the
authors years of experience? The endless hours of ongoing
research? The interviews with those who failed the exam, to
identify gaps in their knowledge? Or is it the razor-sharp focus
on making sure you don't waste a single minute of your time
studying any more than you absolutely have to? Actually, it's
all of the above. This book includes new exercises and
sample questions never before in print. Offering numerous
sample questions, critical time-saving tips plus information
available nowhere else, this book will help you pass the
SCWCD exam on your FIRST try. Up to speed with the
theory? Buy this. Read it. And Pass the SCWCD Exam.
Build mobile applications for Nokia’s S60 phones using the
hot Qt GUI tool This vital primer—written by developers
involved in the latest release of Qt—is a must for anyone
wanting to learn this cutting-edge programming environment.
Qt is a multi-platform, C++ GUI toolkit that allows you to
develop applications and user interfaces once, then deploy
them across many desktop and embedded operating
systems, without rewriting the source code. Now being
applied to the S60 platform (Nokia's new, uniform UI), Qt
promises to save development resources, cut costs, and get
you to market faster. This unique guide helps you master this
exciting tool with step-by-step instruction from some of the
best developers in the S60 field. Find easy-to-access tips,
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installation of the Qt developer platform and SDK Explains
the basic Qt environment and how it can save you
development time Delves into the extension of Qt for the S60,
including communication and sensors Provides plenty of
examples to help you quickly grasp concepts Help
revolutionize the S60 mobile market and stay ahead of the
crowd with your own state-of-the-art applications, developed
with Qt and the detailed information in this unique guide.
Written to address the needs of a wide spectrum of
developers, ranging from client-side HTML and JavaScript
developers to enterprise-class Java or Rails engineers, this
book provides a very hands-on approach towards building
applications that solve real-world problems.
Study guide and reference for candidates sitting the Sun
Certified Web Component Developer for J2EE 1.4 exam
(310-081)

The Java EE 7 Tutorial: Volume 2, Fifth Edition, is a taskoriented, example-driven guide to developing enterprise
applications for the Java Platform, Enterprise Edition 7
(Java EE 7). Written by members of the Java EE
documentation team at Oracle, this book provides new
and intermediate Java programmers with a deep
understanding of the platform. This guide includes
descriptions of platform features and provides
instructions for using the latest versions of NetBeans IDE
and GlassFish Server Open Source Edition. The book
introduces Enterprise JavaBeans components, the Java
Persistence API, the Java Message Service (JMS) API,
Java EE security, transactions, resource adapters, Java
EE Interceptors, Batch Applications for the Java
Platform, and Concurrency Utilities for Java EE. The
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use of multiple Java EE 7 APIs.
Provides explanations of all exam objectives and
includes review questions and answers.
A guide to JavaBeans provides more than two hundred
questions and answers to help readers pass the Sun
Certified Business Component Developer exam.
This book is a study guide for any candidate preparing
for the Java EE Web Component Developer exam
(Oracle Exam 1Z0-899). It contains the theory behind
how the Web container works, and important notes, hints
and tips on the types of 'trick' questions to look for in the
exam. By combining logical and easy-to-follow
discussions with clear visual aids and diagrams, you will
wonder by the end of the book why servlets, JSPs and
tag libraries seemed so complicated before! By
combining the theory taught in this book with practical
experience, you will not only succeed in passing the
exam, but will do so confident that you are able to solve
problems and draw-up solutions 'on the job'. Reference
Material Have you ever found that you couldn't quite
remember the names of the XML elements or attributes
in the Deployment Descriptor or Tag Library Descriptor?
Or perhaps you've had problems recalling custom tag life
cycles? Not a problem! Helpful visual diagrams show 'at
a glance' the important schemas, without having to resort
to knowing the XML Schema or DTD languages, as used
in the specifications. Who is this book suitable for? This
guide assumes very basic prior knowledge of the Web
container and the Extensible Mark-up Language (XML)
core syntax. Servlets, JSPs and associated frameworks
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beginning with the basic theory to ensure complete and
thorough understanding. In addition, particular attention
is devoted to the subjects of the Expression Language,
custom tag libraries, annotations and asynchronous
requests which are new or updated in the latest version
of the exam. Key Features 1. Complete coverage of all
objectives including annotations, modular deployment
and AJAX support. 2. Authored by a Java developer who
has helped thousands to pass the exam. 3. Theory
introduced in an easy-to-follow, step-by-step manner. 4.
Content split into manageable chapter sizes with clear
objectives. 5. API details presented in condensed
bulleted lists to make memorising easy. 6. Text
reinforced with over 80 diagrams and figures to
summarise key or difficult ideas. 7. 350 exam-style end
of chapter questions with detailed answers. 8. One free
online mock exam.
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